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Guide to Tipping

I keep about 15 different valve guides next to my valve-refacer to use when 
“tipping” the valve stems.

By clamping the guide into the machine instead of the stem of the valve, I can 
easily insert the valve and use two fingers on the head of the valve for pres-
sure while grinding the tip of the stem.

This makes grinding the tips for valve adjustment clearance much faster than 
clamping the stem each time. For efficiency keep a good selection from 5mm 
to 7/16” I.D. close to the stem size.

Randy Torvinen, Torvinen’s Machine, Menahga, MN

Ball Cup Effective Length

When working with a ball-and-cup type pushrod from an application like a Ford or Chrysler product with adjustable shaft rockers, it 
is important to know the “effective” length when ordering custom length pushrods.

In this case, the effective length is the length from the tip of the ball end to the bottom of the seat cup. This is not to be confused 
by the overall length, which some manufacturers use.

To determine the effective length use your standard adjustable pushrod length checker, the ball-ball style. Set your rocker arm 
adjusting screw to a mid-adjustment so you have some travel left in both directions. Now, using your length checker, adjust it out 
until you just come in contact with the ball of the adjusting screw.

This measure from the lifter cup to the tip of the adjusting screw ball is the effective length and the measure most pushrod manu-
facturers want when ordering custom length ball-cup pushrods. If the overall length were required, you would then add one-half of 
the diameter of the adjusting screw ball, or the radius of the ball. This plus the effective length will give you an overall length.

Conversely, if you know the overall length, you can get the effective length by subtracting the radius of the adjusting ball.

Darrin Anderson, Sterling Bearing Inc, Kansas City, MO
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Evolution of Ring End Gap Theory

It’s easy to see or know when you don’t have enough ring end gap. Common 
signs include scuffed ring faces, damaged rings and cylinders and/or shiny areas 
on the butt ends of the rings. The ideal minimum ring end-gap would by found 
under the most extreme operating conditions.

Unfortunately, this would often be too late. The ring manufacturers published 
information, the engine manufacturers recommendations and your own personal 
experience are about all most engine builders have to go by to arrive at a desir-
able end-gap.

Current thinking suggests that the end-gap on the second ring should be larger 
than that of the top ring. Testing has shown that by providing a larger second 
ring end-gap top ring stability increases allowing for a better seal. This larger gap 
provides a path allowing inter-ring pressure to escape preventing top ring lift, which allows combustion pressure to get by.

In most cases the second ring’s primary function is oil control and the act of opening up the end-gap has no effect on the com-
pression sealing of the ring pack.

On supercharged and turbocharged applications producing extremely high cylinder pressures where the second ring is used 
as a compression seal, opening the end-gap may not be beneficial. Again on most applications many builders have reported 
less blow-by and horsepower gains in the upper RPM ranges with a wider second ring gap.

Steel alloy rings have many advantages over ductile and cast iron rings. They conform better to the cylinder wall, are lighter 
weight, extend fatigue resistance, have better yield strength and have higher tensile strength. But a stronger ring is also more 
difficult to file fit.

Some ring manufacturers engineer the minimum end-gap for the bore size into the ring at the start. Allowing the possibility to 
run the rings at the minimum end-gap or at least less filing to get the ring to the desired gap.

General guidelines for checking end-gap include inserting one compression ring at a time into the cylinder bore about 1-inch 
down from the deck. Use a ring-squaring tool to get the ring square in the bore. Use a feeler gauge and adjust the gauge thick-
ness until you have just a slight drag when inserted into the gap.

Remove the ring and use a proper ring file-gapping tool to get a square cut and increased end-gap. Deburr the edges of the 
cut with a fine stone.

Clean the ring before installing back into the bore. The abrasive dust and metal shaving can contaminate and damage an 
engine.
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